
MPI Finepoints  
1.1 Introduction	
Finepoints [1] is an attempt to improving thread concurrency within the MPI library. 
The main concept behind finepoints is to create multiple actors (threads), which will 
contribute to large operations in MPI. MPI finepoints are designed to be used with 
persistent partitioned buffers in which threads are required to manage only their own 
buffer ownership, for instance that the buffer is valid. 

The EPCC MPI/OpenMP microbenchmarks [2] have the basic design to provide 
mixed-mode analogues for (a subset of) the typical operations found in MPI 
microbenchmark suites, for both point-to-point and collective communications. The 
benchmarks are implemented in both Fortran 90 and C and can be obtained from its 
main webpage located at 
https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/research/computing/performance-characterisation-and-
benchmarking/epcc-openmpmpi-micro-benchmark. 

Ludwig is a general purpose parallel Lattice-Boltzmann code capable of simulating 
the hydrodynamics of complex fluids in 3D. The underlying hydrodynamic model is 
based on the lattice Boltzmann (LB) equation. This itself may be used to study simple 
(Newtonian) fluids in many different scenarios, including porous media and particle 
suspensions.  

Broadly, the code is intended for complex fluid problems at low Reynolds numbers, 
so there is no consideration of turbulence, high Mach number flows, high density 
ratio flows, and so on. 

Ludwig is a robust and portable code written in ANSI C I. It can be used to perform 
serial and scalable parallel simulations of complex fluid systems based around 
hydrodynamics via the lattice Boltzmann method. Time evolution of modelled 
quantities takes place on a fixed regular discrete lattice. The preferred method of 
dealing with the corresponding order parameter equations is by using finite 
difference. 

 

 
Figure 1 - Left: the lattice decomposed between Message Passing Interface (MPI) tasks. For 
clarity we show 2D decomposition of a 3D lattice but un practice we decompose in all three 



dimensions. Halo cells are added to each sub-domain (as shown on the upper right for a single 
slice) which store data retrieved from remote neighbors in the halo exchange. Lower right: the 
D3Q19 velocity 

1.2 Motivation	
The use of MPI RMA in a multithreaded fashion is currently an explored area for 
many applications developers. Multi-threading support for MPI has traditionally 
focused on providing thread-safety, with multiple different operating modes for 
supporting thread-based concurrency. MPI finepoints provides a lightweight and 
flexible way of using multi-threaded MPI RMA persistent communication type. 

1.3 Implementation	details	
Our intention was to replace the MPI Send/Recv communication implemented in the 
halo exchange section with a combined MPI RMA and OpenMP approach. To do so 
we first need to initialize MPI in thread multiple mode 
1. int	provided;					
2. MPI_Init_thread(&argc,	&argv,	MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE,	&provided);				
3. if	(provided	<	MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE)	{								
4. 				printf("ERROR:	The	MPI	library	does	not	have	full	thread	support\n");			
5. 				MPI_Abort(MPI_COMM_WORLD,	1);			
6. 	}			

In this work, we have only focused on the MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE mode because 
it allows us to create independent threads, which can also make calls to the MPI 
routines.	

The structure of halo exchange routine in each direction (X, Y and Z) in Ludwig can 
be simplified to the following pseudo code: 
1. for	in	i,j,k,z			
2. 				unpack_data_to_buffer(i,j,k,z)			
3. 			
4. MPI_receive_from_neighborghs()			
5. 			
6. MPI_send_to_neighborghs()			
7. 			
8. for	in	i,j,k,z			
9. 				pack_data_from_buffer(i,j,k,z)			

With the MPI finepoints approach we need to create MPI windows between pairs of 
neighbors, i.e. for each neighbor a new MPI communicator will be created and both 
ranks will now communicate through this new created communicator. One of the 
ranks will act as “Sender” while the other will act as “Receiver”. These operations 
have been grouped in two API calls MPI_Partitioned_Send_create and 
MPI_Partitioned_Recv_create and they only have to be called once at the 
beginning of the simulation. 
1. int	MPI_Partitioned_Send_create(const	void	*buf,	int	count,	MPI_Datatype	dat

atype,																									int	numThreads,	int	dest,	int	tag,		
2. 																																MPI_Comm	comm,	MPI_Request	*request)	
3. 					
4. int	MPI_Partitioned_Recv_create(void	*buf,	int	count,	MPI_Datatype	datatype,	
5. 																																int	src,		int	tag,	MPI_Comm	comm,		
6. 																																MPI_Request	*request)	

One thing to note is that this setup phase cannot to be created using contiguous MPI 
ranks as the MPI_Win_create call is a collective operation and therefore will 
deadlock if it is not used with care. In Ludwig, we have used the following strategy: 
1. /*	X-direction	(YZ	field)	*/			
2. 	if	(Xsize	!=	1){			
3. 			



4. 			if(	(pe_rank()/(Ysize*Zsize))	%	2		==	0){			
5. 						
6. 					/*	forward	*/			
7. 					rc	=	MPI_Partitioned_Send_create(	lb-hl.sendforwYZ,	nsendYZ,	MPI_DOUBLE,			
8. 																																							numThreads,	pforwX,	tagXR,	comm,			
9. 																			 	 	 &lb->hl.sendforwYZReq	);			
10. 					assert(	rc	==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
11. 					rc	=	MPI_Partitioned_Recv_create(	lb-hl.recvforwYZ,	nsendYZ,	MPI_DOUBLE,			
12. 																																							pforwX,	tagXL,	comm,		
13. 																																							&lb->l.recvforwYZReq	);			
14. 					assert(	rc	==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
15. 			
16. 			}else{			
17. 					/*	backward	*/			
18. 					rc	=	MPI_Partitioned_Recv_create(	lb-hl.recvbackYZ,	nsendYZ,	MPI_DOUBLE,			
19. 																																							pbackX,	tagXR,	comm,		
20. 																																							&lb->hl.recvbackYZReq	);			
21. 					assert(	rc	==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
22. 					rc	=	MPI_Partitioned_Send_create(	lb-hl.sendbackYZ,	nsendYZ,	MPI_DOUBLE,			
23. 																																							numThreads,	pbackX,	tagXL,		comm,			
24. 																																							&lb->hl.sendbackYZReq	);			
25. 					assert(	rc	==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
26. 			}	
27. 	}		 

Once the MPI windows have been created between neighbors, ranks can use those 
windows to exchange information. That exchange of information is executed using 
MPI RMA operations, which are called by multiple OpenMP threads.  

 
1. 	/*	The	x-direction	(YZ	plane)	*/			
2. 		nsend	=	NVEL*lb->ndist*nlocal[Y]*nlocal[Z];			
3. 			
4. 		pforw	=	cart_neighb(FORWARD,	X);			
5. 		pback	=	cart_neighb(BACKWARD,	X);			
6. 			
7. 		size_t	threadPart	=	(size_t)ceil((double)nsend/(double)numThreads);			
8. 			
9. #pragma	omp	parallel	default(none)																																						\			
10. 		private(rc,p,n,jc,kc,ic,index,count,indexreal,indexhalo)						\			
11. 		shared(lb,nsend,nlocal,fptr,threadPart,numThreads)			
12. 		{			
13. 				int	tid	=	omp_get_thread_num();			
14. 	
15. #pragma	omp	for	nowait	collapse(4)				
16. 				for	(p	=	0;	p	<	NVEL;	p++)			
17. 						for	(n	=	0;	n	<	lb->ndist;	n++)			
18. 								for	(jc	=	1;	jc	<=	nlocal[Y];	jc++)			
19. 										for	(kc	=	1;	kc	<=	nlocal[Z];	kc++)	{			
20. 			
21. 												count	=	(kc-1)	+	nlocal[Z]	*	((jc-1)	+	nlocal[Y]	*		
22. 																				(n	+	lb->ndist	*	p));			
23. 												index	=	coords_index(nlocal[X],	jc,	kc);			
24. 												indexreal	=	LB_ADDR(lb->nsite,	lb->ndist,	NVEL,	index,	n,	p);			
25. 																																lb->hl	.sendforwYZ[count]	=	fptr[indexreal];			
26. 			
27. 												index	=	coords_index(1,	jc,	kc);			
28. 												indexreal	=	LB_ADDR(lb->nsite,	lb->ndist,	NVEL,	index,	n,	p);			
29. 																															lb->hl	.sendbackYZ[count]	=	fptr[indexreal];			
30. 										}			

Once the face of the data has been unpacked into serial buffers, the application can 
proceed to exchange of information. The data to be exchanged (a face of a 3D 
simulation space) with the process neighbor only needs the face data for the 
process. It does not need to understand the number of threads nor the layout of the 



data that each of the threads is working on in another process. It only requires the 
entire face of data to be sent. This is done through the 
MPI_Partitioned_Add_to_buffer call. 

Calling the MPI_Start(request) call will activate the partitioned send, but the 
actual data transmission will only start/ complete once the parts of the message are 
delivered to MPI.  
31. 				if	(cart_size(X)	==	1)	{			
32. 			
33. #pragma	omp	barrier			
34. 			
35. 						/*	Master	thread	copies	buffers	*/			
36. #pragma	omp	master			
37. 						{			
38. 								memcpy(lb->hl	.recvbackYZ,	lb->hl	.sendforwYZ,	nsend*sizeof(double));			
39. 								memcpy(lb->hl	.recvforwYZ,	lb->hl	.sendbackYZ,	nsend*sizeof(double));			
40. 						}			
41. 			
42. 				}			
43. 				else	{			
44. 			
45. #pragma	omp	master			
46. 						{			
47. 								rc	=	MPI_Start_part(&lb->hl	.sendforwYZReq);			
48. 								assert(	rc	==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
49. 								rc	=	MPI_Start_part(&lb->hl	.sendbackYZReq);			
50. 								assert(	rc	==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
51. 						}			
52. 			
53. #pragma	omp	barrier			
54. 			
55. 						rc	=	MPI_Partitioned_Add_to_buffer(	&lb->hl	.sendforwYZReq,		
56. 																																										lb->hl	.sendforwYZ	+			
57. 																																										(threadPart*tid),	threadPart,		
58. 																																											MPI_DOUBLE	);			
59. 						assert(	rc		==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
60. 						rc	=	MPI_Partitioned_Add_to_buffer(	&lb->hl	.sendbackYZReq,		
61. 																																											lb->hl	.sendbackYZ	+			
62. 																																										(threadPart*tid),	threadPart,		
63. 																																													MPI_DOUBLE	);			
64. 						assert(	rc		==	MPI_SUCCESS	);		 

The method of finishing a partitioned send is a simple MPI_Wait(request) as one 
would typically wait for a request to complete in MPI. 
65. #pragma	omp	master			
66. 						{			
67. 								rc	=	MPI_Wait_part(&lb->hl.recvforwYZReq,	MPI_STATUS_IGNORE	);			
68. 								assert(	rc		==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
69. 								rc	=	MPI_Wait_part(&lb->hl.recvbackYZReq,	MPI_STATUS_IGNORE	);			
70. 								assert(	rc		==	MPI_SUCCESS	);			
71. 						}			
72. 			
73. 				}			
74. 			
75. #pragma	omp	barrier			
76. 			
77. #pragma	omp	for	collapse(4)			
78. 				for	(p	=	0;	p	<	NVEL;	p++)			
79. 						for	(n	=	0;	n	<	lb->ndist;	n++)			
80. 								for	(jc	=	1;	jc	<=	nlocal[Y];	jc++)			
81. 										for	(kc	=	1;	kc	<=	nlocal[Z];	kc++)	{			
82. 			
83. 												count	=	(kc-1)	+	nlocal[Z]	*	((jc-1)	+	nlocal[Y]	*		



84. 																				(n	+	lb->ndist	*	p));			
85. 												index	=	coords_index(0,	jc,	kc);			
86. 												indexhalo	=	LB_ADDR(lb->nsite,	lb->ndist,	NVEL,	index,	n,	p);			
87. 												fptr[indexhalo]	=	lb->hl.recvbackYZ[count];			
88. 			
89. 												index	=	coords_index(nlocal[X]	+	1,	jc,	kc);			
90. 												indexhalo	=	LB_ADDR(lb->nsite,	lb->ndist,	NVEL,	index,	n,	p);			
91. 												fptr[indexhalo]	=		lb->hl.recvforwYZ[count];			
92. 										}			
93. 			
94. 			
95. 				//end	of	the	X-direction			

The whole process is illustrated at a high level in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: An example of multiple threads placing threads into a partitioned buffer with partial 

buffer sending capabilities in the MPI library [3]. 

1.4 Performance	study	
The following figures (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5) show bandwidth results 
against the message size of the EPCC OpenMP/MPI Microbenchmarks [2] 
integration with MPI finepoints. This microbenchmark suite provides mixed-mode 
analogues for the typical operations found in MPI microbenchmark suites, for point-
to-point, halo exchange and collective communications. The microbenchmarks 
measure not only the cost of the MPI library calls themselves, but also the multi-
threaded writing of send buffers, and reading of receive buffers.  
 
As we can observe the real benefit of using MPI finepoints starts when the message 
size is over 8 MB. These results have been reproduced with 2, 4 and 8 nodes. 



 
Figure 3: Bandwidth results utilizing 2 nodes, 1 MPI processes per node and 56 threads per MPI 

process. 

 
Figure 4: Bandwidth results utilizing 4 nodes, 1 MPI processes per node and 56 threads per MPI 

process. 

 
Figure 5: Bandwidth results utilizing 8 nodes, 1 MPI processes per node and 56 threads per MPI 

process. 

We then illustrate the halo exchange performance results of running Ludwig in hybrid 
mode (MPI+OpenMP) using MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE mode and the finepoints 
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implementation. We have tested these two modes using 8 nodes of a Cray XC50 
system. These nodes are made of 1 Xeon SkyLake of 56 cores. These results can be 
seen in Figure 6. There are three lattice sizes represented in the figure and the 
legend indicates 224 for size 2243, 448 for 4483 and 896 for 896x448x448.  

 
Figure 6: Halo exchange time for different lattice sizes and threads/processes combinations. 

As we can see, the Multiple implementation outperforms the finepoints one for any 
lattice size represented. We believe the reason of this is because finepoints seem to 
perform well when large messages are sent, and this is not happening in the Ludwig 
application. 

1.5 Conclusion	
In this document, we have integrated the EPCC Microbenchmarks with an MPI 
finepoints implementation. We also ported the halo swap section of Ludwig to a use 
MPI finepoints. We have seen from the EPCC Microbenchmarks results how the MPI 
finepoints approach outperforms any of the other forms of hybrid MPI+OpenMP 
(multiple and funnelled) when messages sizes are large. However, as in the case of 
Ludwig, it is a real challenge to produce very large messages for the halo exchange 
communication. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate the potential benefits of 
using MPI finepoints for applications with large message sizes. 
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